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 Preface 
 The most world wide noted theoretical 
formula expressing the total whole sky  radia-
tion is BERLAGE's one (Met. Zeit. 45, 1928). 
But he assumed the earth's atmosphere to 
he composed of horizontal thin  hcmogeneous 
layers  in the consideration of primary  scat-
tering and moreover, what is the matter 
worse, he adopted the erroneous assumption 
that the secondary scattering is zero when 
the sun is in zenith in the evaluation of this 
scattering. The result of evaluation of this 





ison it   I; ioE's  servation  16 
whole sky zero at the sun's altitude 0. But, 
 sorry to say, this is evidently contrary to 
the natural phenomena. 
 The author has contrived a rigorous solu-
tion, which has been compared with BERLA-
GE's and observation. And this method has 
an unpresedented feature that enables us to 
evaluate the partial sky radiation  frem  everY 
portion of the sky dome. 
          Chapter I 
 Theory. of the  Intensity 
       of Scattered Light. 
 §  1. Primary Scattering.
2  T. 
 Let us take two points T and  E  in  the 
atmosphere. Define  any arbitrarily  chosen 
set of axes of rectangular coordinates  X], 
 11'1,Z, with its centre at T, with  the  X1  axis 
drawn towards the sun. Let  'y,  8,  K,  be  the 
rectangular coordinates of E of  this  system, 
How about the intensity of primary  scattering 
at E by the molecules at  T? 
 Now, if i be the direct insolation  reaching 
T, we can resolve it into two plane  polarized 
 light; the one 
  exp  (int + imx), 
which travels to  x-, and oscillates  in  Z1 
direction, the other 
    E-1i  expimx)     y—v 2xpZMX 
travelling to  XL and oscillating  in  V1  direc-
tion. 
 Here, let ET  = r, and  E be the  dielectric 
constant of air particles. Then  the  equation 
of wave as the former polarized  light  enters 
E is expressed by 
    _
Vi 7rT,1)7K  2 ?A."                      exp (int  —  inir),                E
 E.  „__ z 7rT  E(  A 1 (SK                     ) exp (int —  irnr),      v 2 rx2r 
           7rT  1
r'8'   2 8                               e.xp(int—intr),    rx' 
in which x and T are the wave  length  and 
the volume of particle. This  wave  will 
proceed into the  direction r  and  have  a 
direction of  oscillation normal to  TE.  The 
direction cosines of the latter are  as  follows: 
  1  7K 1  8K 1  r  +  8' 
 sin  w  r" sin  w  r"  — sin  co;  r2  ' 
in which 
 sin w ----- +  82/r. 
 The intensity can be obtained  by  squaring 
the amplitude, which  is  •  • 
 E, a I 7rT 2,(A1.           TVE(4F) sin
 SA  TO 
 in which  CO is the angle between TE and  Z, 
 axis. The above expression is the same with 
 respect to 
                    -
2- exp (11Z.1MX  Ey  =•t,) 
 and the wave genenerated at E by this polar-
  ized light is 
         7TT(.1  E"=exp  (int  —  imr),      2 
IA'r= 
            T 172 + K2   •=—71-6(,1•exp(int—imr), 
  
•  2 rx2 6 r-2
 = \I7Z"T  & (A1K)8 
      2 rx, 6exp (int — irnr). 
 This will also  proceed into r direction and 
 oscillate normal to it, the amplitude being 
 E,,  _ 77.1'(Al),.nco,         2 
rx."1)sin 
 in which w' is the angle between r and  IP/ 
 axis. 
 Now let  co be the angle between X1 axis 
 and  r, so we have 
 sin2  co +  sin'  co' 1 +  cos'  Co, 
 so the intensity of the primary scattering at 
 E becomes 
 i  7r'T"  E,(A  1)2(1 +  cos,  (p).  2  
7-2x.4 
 The above discussion applies to a single 
 particle at T. Let  Fr be the number of air 
 particles contained in unit  uolume, so the 
 intensity of light scattered by these particles 
 becomes  Fr times brighter than the former 
 case. Now let 
            -87?T' PT &2(A1---     kAr)2
      3x46 ' 
 so the intensity of primary scattering gener-
ated by unit volume becomes 
       3   
 16 7rri.,‘               (1 +  cos' Co)  i 
 in which we can substitute  kp,, for  kAT, k 
 being the function of  X,  pi the atmospheric 
 density at  T.  - 
 2.  Secondary  Scattering 
  As above  'mentioned, the wave generated
 S',I1TTERIN(i  OF  LIE
at E by a plane polarized light coming from 
 X, direction and oscillating in  Z, direction is 
also a plane polarized and advances in r 
direction and oscillates in a  deqnite 
direction normal to it. 
 Now take the origin at E, r, 
that is, TE direction,  Z2.axis in the dire-..,tioa  
.of oscillation ,  Y.  axis  .normal to  Then 
this plane  polariZed  light; which is the 
scattered light  generated  at E, is with  re3pect 
to  X,  Y,Z, axis 
 (Yr  E  exp  imx). 
 Again, when this collides another particle, 
a plane polarized light will be  generate]. 
Now, take any point 0' and let the corre-
sponding coordinates  referred to  X  Y.,  Z, sys-
tem be  A  M N and notate E0' = R, then the 
wave generated at 0' is expressed by 
     E,  T  6(6, 6).4 R41,N2  exp  (int  imR), 
   _  
 2'11E, 7rT(.1) MN..                                      zn1             ER,-exp(zn.r—10, 
 (Ci = —E' 'TT R0-1)  ±"  M4  exp(int—imR). 
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 Therefore, letting  f2 be the angle between 
 Z., axis and EO', the intensity of  this plane 
polarized light is 
    i  f   n-T   1sin2 sin2  
  2X," r2 R2 
 In the same way, the plane polarized light 
-coming from  X, and oscillating in  Y, direction
-E  .%7T1S':-;  1.,14  ;HT 3 
produces at E  point a plane  polarized 
 which  advances in the direction r and oscil-
lates in the direction 
 ±  1,72 
therefore,  if we draw  from E the axis  X,  and 
 z2  in  the direction of r and oscillation  re-
spectively -and Y,  normal. to them and let  the 
 corresp3nding coordinates of 0' be A' M' N', 
the angle between Y1 axis and r be  w',  and 
that between  ED' and  Z,  be  (I', then 
intensity of secondary  scattering at 0'  ID:E!- 
comes 
    I   f   7TT  6(a
)1sin2(.0'  sin"    2A."r2 R2 
  Hence, when  we take unit volume of at-
mosphere at T and E respectively, T  being 
exposed by solar ray,  emits primarily scat-
tered light  t') E and again E, receiving  this 
light, emits secondarily scattered light to  0'. 
The intensity of this final scattered light at 
0' becomes 
       ( 3)2  1, (sin-cosin"n,       2 81rR2r4 
                    +  sin~  C2'.)  kAT  kAE, 
in which  kNE is the extinction coefficient at 
E. If we consider the effect of absorption 
on the optical way, we must only  Multiply 
the absorption term. 
 Chapter H 
         Direct  Solar  Ray. 
  Let 0 be the earth's centre, 0' any'  point 
on the the earth. Now, take axes X Y  Z at 
0, Z axis being directed towards  .00',  X 
axis being normal  to Z axis, and  lying.in the 
plane  containing Z axis and the sun's  Centre 
and towards the  sun-side, Y axis being  n)r-
mal to XY plane. . 
  Letting  h be  t1).() sun's altitude, we  can 
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 0
 ween the sun observed  from 0 and  X axis 
to be also  h. Let H  he the height from the 
 earth's surface of a point which has the  dis-
tances s from 0' on a solar ray  passing 
through 0' and  a, be the  earths radius, 
we have 
 H=  i/  a,;+  2aos  sin  h  —  ao  , 
by which H can be  expressed  .by a function 
of s. Further, letting 1 be the height of the 
upper limit of the atmosphere, so the  opti-
cal path of this ray until reaching 0'  from 
the upper limit is given by 
 R,  —ao  sin  h  (aa  ±  1)2  at;  cos'  h. 
  Now, let  ..tu be the solar constant and D 
be the solar distance expressed by unit solar 
distance, so the intensity of direct solar ray 
reaching the atmospheric upper  limit is  10/D2. 
Hence, the intensity  of. direct solar ray  fall-
ing on a horizontal plane at 0' becomes 
                                  Ri 
 HD=Ds -            hexp(--;:fkp  CH) ds)
in which 
 coefficient.
k is the atmospheric  extinction
           Chapter  III 
 The Whole Sky  Radiation due to 
 Primary  Scattering.1 
 Take a point E in the  atmosphere-which 
can be seen from 0' and let the coordinates 
referred to X Y Z system be 
       e  sin  ry cos A, Y e sin  7  sin A, 
 Z  e  cos  ry, 
 in  which  0 ,  0    A  IC  27r. 
 Now take axes X' Y' Z' respectively  at 0' 
which are parallel to X Y Z, and define the 
 angle  0 and A by 
 X'  w  Rcos  Ocos  A,  177  Rcos  Osin  A, 
 Z'  R  sin  0. 
Letting the coordinates of E referred to this 
new  system be X' Y'  , so  we get 
 X  X'  ,  Y  =  Z  Z'  +  at). 
 Now, let H' be the height  froin the earth's
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 surface of a point which  +has the distance 
s from E on a solar ray passing through E, 
then 
 Caq+ITP =  (X+  s  cos  h)2--1-  +  (Z±s  sin  h)2 
 +  2s(Xcosh  Zsinh) 
by which  if can be expressed by a function 
 .of s . Now turning  the coordinates clockwise 
through the angle h around Z axis, then the 
relation between the new system  xl  v;.  z, and 
the original are shown below. 
       xl  v[ z, 
       X  '  cos  h 0  — sin 11 
 Y  0.  1  0 
      Z  sin  1/ 0  cos h 
 That is to say, x1 axis directed towards 
the sun. Then letting a , b, c be the coordi-
nates of E referred to x1  yi  z/ system, so 
 X  cos  h  +  Zsin  h,  b  Y, 
 c  =  —Xsin  h  +  Z  cos  h, 
hence, the optical path along the solar ray 
 in the atmospere between E and the upper 
limit is 
 dz  l)'  —  b'  —  c'  —  a,  . 
 In this  way  d, can  be given by a function 
of X Y  Z, the  coordinates of E. Therefore 
 Z
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the intensity of direct solar ray  at  •E is given 
by 
 1,,  exp( I kp (if)  ds). 
. 
                                           `
o. 
 Now the  light scattered by this  direct ray 
at E will be of course similarly affected by 
the  .atmospheric extinction on the way to  0% . 
Now,  let H be  the height from the earth's 
surface of a point on O'E which  has a  dis-
th.nce s  from 0', then 
 H  via .;  +  +  2ao  s  sin  0  —  ao, 
 &i the absorption effect between  (YE is 
 exp(  —  f  kp(H)ds). 
 And  let  V, be the angle between  O'E  and 
:-:^).iar  may passing through E , so 
   XZ—    C:
OScosh sin h             -1? 
       =  cost? cos A cos  h + sin 0 sin  h . 
 Hence, the intensity of primarily  scatterel 
 ray  from a volume  d  V  with its centre  in E 
 falling on a horizontal plane  at  0'  becom?-::, 
 3  k                    ± 
cos" y)sin0     115
7-W134 
      exp(—fk p(I-1' )(is —  f  k  p(14)ds) 
 R' cos  6  dRd6dA, 
here  pi: being the atmospheric density at E. 
 We can express  (-1S, by a  function of R,  (, A 
 by the discussion . 
 Now  letting  R, be the distance  betweeTi  0' 
 aod a point at which a line passing through 
 0' intersects with the upper limit , so           
• •cos•(0 ±a)  
 R,c
os(ad  + 1), 
. 
 in  which ---Cos 0.                  00' 
 Consequently we  have  the whole  am. _))1t-
  horizontal  intensity  by- I:ii~)-nary  scatteria;
 as  follows
6 T, 
    =CIA f JdRP' (1 + cos2 
                         167r 
 Chapter  IT 
   The Whole Sky  Radiation due to 
 Secondary  Scatterine, 
               it ao      1 . The Case when cos                        2 — co+ 
  When any point in the  atmosphere,  being 
exposed by solar ray, emits primarily scat-
tered ray to another point in the atmosphere 
 and  then latter again, receiving this light 
emits secondarily scattered  light to the 
earth's surface, we will discuss about the 
total secondarily scattered light. 
  Consider a point T exposed by direct solar 
 roy in the atmosphere which can be seen 
 from a point E in the total sky dome. Let 
 th,r. axes X  Y Z and the coordinates of E be 
 the same as the above discussed. Now, let 
the axes  x,,  v, and  z, be defined by the follow-
ing  relation to  X Y Z.  choosing  2., axis to 
 OE. 
   X2!  2:! 
 X cos  y cos  A—  sin  A  sin  ry cos  A 
 cos  y  sin  A  cos  A  sin  y  sin  A 
    —  sin' 0  cos  7 
for abridgement this being expressed by
         . kw) 
  + cos.= 4') sin
 X  1, 
 '11.; 
 ee the next figure). 
  Now, let  x;  y;  z", be a new system of  coor-
Cinates  with its centre at E which is parallel 
to X  Y Z system. 
 Now we will proceed discussion using 
 y,  z,  system. Let the  coordinates of T be 
 p  sin  0,  cos  Ai,  y,  p  sine,  sin  A  . 
 15  COS  0,
 0 cos 0  .exp  kp(H')  ds  —  pal  [  ft; 
 Z2  Z;  - • 
 E 
 ;;\ x, 
 AT 




and let the angle 27r— /3' , a' be the equi- 
valent values of  0,,  A, with respect to the 
sun's direction, so we get 
 cos  [3'  cos  a'  ---  cos  h  cos  ry  cos  A—sin  h  sin  7 , 
 cos  0'  sin  a'  —  sin  A  cos  It, 
      sin  /3' = sin  7  cos h cos A  cos  7 sin  It, 
and the coordinates of a point distant by s 
 from T on a solar ray passing through T 
become 
 + s  cos  O' cos a',  y, s  cos  /3' sin a', 
 s  sing'  , 
and its height  H2 is expressed by a function 
of s as follows 
 (a,)  H,)2  =  p9  +  2sp  {cos  0,  sin  (3' 
      +  sin  6/,  cos  13'  cos  (A,  —  a')}±s2. 
 Let  x,  y,  z, be the  coordinates of T  ref  er-
red to  xi  yi  z, system, so is the optical path 
traversed by the sun's ray until it reaches at 
T. 
 L=  /(a0  —  x,. 
 Thus we  can express the intensity of direct 
solar ray at T by 
 7E-Y2  exp(—  fp  (14,)  ds).
 SCATTERING  OF 
as a  function of  x]  y1 z1 and consequently of 
 .1c:;  y.,'  z2' by the relation as above defined.  This 
will proceed to E after being scattered at 
T. 
 Now, let  x; y.,' z.,' be the coordinates of T 
                                                                                                                             _ referred toz.',system,  so is the distance 
of ET 
     r  Y-""  z;"  . 




x  -  
and a height  H, of a point  distant  'by' s from 
E on the line ET 
 a,,  e.=  s'  +2es  v 
here  e  being the distan'ce OE.  Consequently 
the  absorption effect  between ET 
         f7.              kp  (H1)  ds) 
 o 
 becomes  a function of  . 
  Let x  z.', be  related. to polar coordinates 
by the relations 
 y  sin  01  cos  AI  ,  r  sin  0,  sin  Ai 
              =  r  cos  0,  , 
the length ET be denoted by  r1 or  r, accord-
ing as T is on the earth's surface or the 
atmospheric upper limit, (these being ex-
 /
   / 
 AI 
/
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pressed  byr.fynction  of  Oi will be shown 
later),  And'idt • 
 '
- 
so is the integral formula expressing the  do-
Main of -T  'forOfie  given E point (this im-
plies that  e is given), 
   [fro - -     .sin 0, 40,- :r2dr 
•  0  00 • 
 -+  f sin  01  d91  f  edr 
 This is then a function of quantities re-
lating to one given point E,  i.e., e,  'y, A. 
these being able to be expressed by  R. 0, A 
concerning X' Y' Z' system by using 
       e  ,%/a*,;+  R2+  2a,I2  cos
              ,Rb'„\            Sn(sin). 
 The absorption effect of the atmosphere 
between O'E can be expressed by a function 
of  R,‘0 in the same  way as in the case of 
primary scattering in Chapter III (with the 
same notation). Further the distance  R, from 
 0' to the atmospheric upper limit is also the 
same as explained in Chapter III. 
 Eventually the total  horizontal amount of 
radiation due to secondary scattering will be
 0 
       N 
 /
 x
 F  1!2.. A
  8 
 S2  -=  dA cos 0 dO R" R dA,' 
          2 fRi — 
 o 
             2 D2 
           1  lo 3 )2 k2 
  87r R2r, p T Sir]  ( 
 X  exp  kp  (112)  ds  kp  (Hi 
                                11 
here the method of evaluation of  (sin2cosin'fi, 
+  sin2dsin2f1') shall be discussed later. For 
 simplicity, the  integrant of above formula 
will be  hereafter  denoted by  dS2. 
 h  a,   § 2. The Case when cos  2  -  (10+1 
 (1) General  Aspect. 
  When the sun's altitude is smaller than a 
value given by cos , the domain                          cto            2a+1 
located by T differs from the above case if 
E is within the domain represented by hatch-
ing in Fig. A in the sky dome (hereafter 
this will be called the dark zone), and is 
the same as the above, if E is in the rest 
domain, called the bright zone. 
  How about the boundary of both  zones? It 
 is rather preferable to specify this by R, 0, 
A. This  is a portion of a cylindrical surface 
generated by the  sun's ray which constantly 
touches the earth. 
 At first we will determine the  extent of 
the angle 0. The equation of cylinder re-
ferred to X Y Z system is 
 (Z  cos  h  —  X  sin  h).2  =  , 
converting this to X'  r Z' system we get 
 17'2  +  {(Z1+ao)  cos  h  —  X'  sin  h}2 
 Next, consider a new system  X;  r  z; by 
turning X' Y' Z' clockwise through the  angle 
A around Z' axis, then we get obviously the 
next relation between both system 
     Xi Yi  Z,' 
 X'  I  cos  A  —sinA  0 
 Y'  sin  A  cos  A 0 
 Z'  0  0 1
.  SAT( 
  -7( 
os O  A,fsine, 401f r2dr +  f  sin 040      f if27 -(p° •
 eft 
    k:r, Ep.,,s n 0  sin2ro sin  2f  +  sin2w'sin2f1') 
 p  12)  s p 110  ds f  kp  (H)  ds), 
 r2  dr1.1 
 ,)
hence the equation can be transformed in 
  (X1 sin  A+  IP', cos  A)2+  {(Z1-1-a0) cos h 
 —(Xi cos A  Y; sin A) sin  h}2  = 
Substituting  yi  - 0 in the above equation, 
we get the section of cylinder by plane  
,  i.e. 
 (X;  sin  A)2+  {(Zi+  ao) cos h 
 —X; cos A sin  142  -  •  -  (a) 
  Secondly, the equation of sphere  represent-
ing the atmospheric upper boundary is 
           X2 ±  ± Z2  (au  -F  1)2,
 X''  17'2  (Z` a0)2  (ao +1)2, 
 ( Xi  cos  A— Y;  sin  A)2+  (X;  sin A+  rcos  A)2 
 +(4 +  a0)° (a0  +1)2. 
The line of intersection produced by this and 
 17;  0  is 
 X'12+  (Z; +  a0)2 = (a0 +  1)0.  ..    .  (b) 
 Solving  X; and from (a) and  (13), and 
getting  6)  tg--1  --- then  +0 is obviously 
the upper limit of integration with respect to 
0 for one given A. Next, since the limiting 
value with respect to A must of  course satis-
fy 0, i.e. =  0, we must only elim-
inate  X; from (a) (b) and  Z1 0, to get it 
(we will denote this by A') or from 
 (X;  sin  A)Y*  ((tacos  h—X'icos A  sinh)`=66 
 X';2  +cy-(ezo-F-IY.
 Substituting 
   X'  R  cos  B  cos  A, Y'  R  cos  0 
 Z'  R  sinO, 
in the equation of cylinder, we get. 
 R'  cos' 0  sin'' 0  + {(R sin 0 a0) cos h 
 —R  cos  0  cos  A  sin  h}=  a'  . 
 The solution  R., of this equation for given
 St'  A.TTERING 
 6  and A  is naturally one limit of  integration 
with respect to R. 
 Now, the integral formula representing the 
above explained domain of bright :zone  will 
take different expression according as  wheth-
er the intersected point of Z axis by the 
upper atmospheric limit (hereafter  denoted 
by G' point) is in or out-side the  cylinder, 
that  is to say the  sun's altitude  It  is  smaller 
or greater than the angle  h determined  by 
 cos  h  
a0-1-  1
 S2,b 2fdA/cos 0610 f R2dR + fdA 
     0 0 0 
 x fdA,sin 0,d0,fr'dr s:         2.[fp 
 0  0 eo 
 Next we will proceed to the discussion of 
 the integral formula representing the  domain 
of T when E is certainly determined  since 
this zone is the rest part of the total  heaven 
seen from the observer at 0' except the 
bright zone above gained. 
 Concerning the integration with  respect to 
 01 and r, there are two cases by the  co: 
sponding value of A1, one case is the  same 
as in the bright zone, the other differs  from 
it, that is to say, for all values of A, is not 
the integral formula of T the  satne as the 
case of bright zone (i.e. the case of § 1, 
and also  S,b), but for some region of  A, this 
is identical with bright zone. We must  there-
fore obtain the boundary values of  A,  se 
rating both regions. These values may be 
 written as  Al, and  Are They are  nothing but 
the values of  A, determined by straight  lines 
joining E and each of two  intersecting. 
points between two circles: one is  x1 = 0, 
 yi+  aj, the other is a locus of  point of 
contact of tangential line passing E to the
 F  THE  SUN'S  LIGI1T 9 
 lion  (2) The Case when  cos  h    — a+l 
t  In this case G' point  is inside the  cylin-
vill der,  i.  e. within the bright zone. And as 
      above said, the integral formula representing 
t  the domain of T when E is within the bright 
 ted  zone is the same as in  §  1, so the whole 
 ter, amount of horizontal  intensity  S21 due to 
      secondary scattering coming from all overll
er       th
e  contributory elements in bright zone (ow-
      ing to the symmetry of radiation with respect 
      to the plane  Y; = 0 we must twice the value 
  in the bracket). 
 Ro  •ltl lfcos 0 d0 fR'dR+ f cosd0  ff]
A, 0 0 0 0 
     in  040,1  r2drldS,  7,2 
o 
r f 
        earth.  Lain
        Then the  following procedure  is  taken. To  nc
e 
      transform the equation of former circle to 
 n 
 x'  y;  z; system, we substitute 
t  
 Yi Y =  12x2+  M  ,V2  7i2Z2 
 zi=  —X  sin  h +  Z  cos  h 
t   nt;y2+  n,z,) h 
 rre- + (13x2 +  )13.z2)cos h, 
 Lme  xi  =  (11x2+  nt,y2+  niz2) cos  h 
 70111  (102 +  n3z2) sin  h, 
not  X2  =  , V-2'/  z,  e 
t  in it. 
       Putting 
t i   x; = r sin  Oicos  A1,  y2 = r sin  O,  sin  A,  , 
 ?.re-  z:,  ,-=—r  cos  0,, 
      in this new expression, we can get the value 
      of 0, and r,  0,' and r' for one given value of 
t  A1. Then finding the values of  A, by equating 
   r'  = , they are the values Al,  A, 
 ing required, where it  is promised that  A.  is  not-
= 0 , ed for  one  tan;ential  p)int  havin-2;  greater 
 of value of  1,, than the other. Then for the  re-
the gion from  A:, to  A, , the line ET meets the
10 T. 
earth when 0  -  Oi<O, and  is tangent to  it for 
Br  60 and next meets the upper atmospheric 
limit for  0,>0,,, i.e. this  is identical with 
the case of bright zone (consequently  §  1, 
and S2b). 
 Next  for  Ai  A,  IC  A,;; ET will  meet the 
earth when 0  (9,  <0 and the  shadow cylin-
der when  G  >0,', the value of r in the latter 
 case can be obtained as a function of  0,,  A1 
from  y  + the notation  r,, being 
 used  (r>ri"),But attention should be directed 
to the fact that when  00>0,  0," ET will 
meet the earth  after reaching the cylinder, 
and this makes  ri' unnecessary, contrary to 
this, when  01640 ET will go out again into 
the solar radiated atmosphere at ET  r;' 
after passing through the cylinder without 
being interrupted by the earth after ET  ----  ri. 
 fiLt, for the region from  A,' to  .et,' which 
will be discussed later, is useless 
 since 
 How about then the maximum value of  0, 
 where ET meets the cylinder, for one given 
value of  A,  ? It is to be divided into two 
cases according as  A, in one case  0, has its 
maximum value when ET is tangent to the 
 cylinder, in the other case when ET meets 
a circle *I-z7  x1  =  (1 
this cylinder.  We will then proceed to the 
determination of the boundary values of  A, 
separating both cases. 
 Now, consider the case 0  A  7r,  i.e. 
 11-20,  1,  e.  vi>0. The requiring values of  Al 
are determined by straight lines connecting 
E and each of two points at which that 
circle G above mentioned meets with two 
lines of contact of two tangential plane  pas-
sing E to cylinder  31+4 Now, let the 
figure as shown below be the section of the 








and it  be promised that the  y, coordinates 
of tangential point T' is greater than that 
 of  T". 
 Let the  y, and  z, coordinates of E be b and 
c. then b  =  Y, c  —X  sin  h  +  Z  cos h. and 
since we can express them as  the functions 
of  x'  y'  z', the distance  0"'E  (denoted  by  e') 
is  known 
 Now as is easily seen the  y, coordinate of 
 T'  is 
 a,  cos  (sin-1  tg 
 c  - 
 the  z,  coordinate  of  T'  is 
       ausin(sin-1—tg-11),-          e c)- 
Note them by  au  cosi- and  au  sin  T. Let  a; 
 c:, be the results of transformation of a 
point  (x,  E,  au  COS  T,  zt=a0  Sill  7)  tr.). 
      system, and we  can find one  boun-
dary value  A, (let it be  Ai") from 
 a:,  r  sin  01  cos  A.,,  b;  r  shi  6,  sin  A,. 
 --r  cos  0,. 
                                                                                                                                • Putting 
 sin-ia°b, 1-  tg-'— 
the  yl and z1  coordinates of  T"  are  —0,cos
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 a„  sin  r'. Let  a',' c:," be the results of trans-
 formation of a point  (x1=-.  —q,  —a1 cos  7', 
 .E.,=--a0 sin r') to 2-,; z,  system, and we find 
 the other boundary value  Ai,' by the same 
 way  as in  A.;', where obviously  ir  <  A; is. 
 Then, in the domain  A;  _5_  A:5  A'" and 
 Al:5_  it;, the line passing E and inter-
secting with the cylinder with  maximum 
 0, is the tangential line to it. However, in 
 Al  , the corresponding line is 
that which meets the circle  yi 
 =  —q. 
  How about then the method of determining 
these maxima which are the upper limits of 
integration with respect to  0,  ? 
  In the first  case  : this line meets a line 
 VI  ao  cos  T  z1  =  (10  sin T, and so passes 
through a point  (x„  a0  cos  T,  al, sin  7). Then. 
by the formulae 
 x2,  -----  a^ 
 =  111(  1,2Y  +  13Z. 
 Y2  =  ,n1X  /)12  rn3Z, 
 z,,  n1X  + n.,17  ±  n'Z, 
 X  xi  cos  h  —  21  sin  h. 
 Z  zi  cos  lz, 
we can express  x:, y",z.; by linear  functions 
of  xt,  ao  cos  T,  a,  sin  T. Putting
         •7 oRIfii/fe,,,. 
    S2d=.2.1dAcos  0(10fdRdA,sinO,d0:        sf 
       A, 0RAst.' (P t, 
 fdA:Ali fii 
           -11 O
D ,,., OL  +sin Olddlit-'2dr  +  fsin 01(101  j  2-dr  +  isin 
 Al  0  0  01  1,  00 
 +fjjd;;A.I 1(BI         sin(WO,fedr- 1-fsin 0,(10,r'd2- +isin 04611                  yrI e 
              1.1Bo 
 A; 0 0 el " Pi  i 
 f42   +Ifesin BidO,friVa    dAlr'dr ti sin 0:d0,fr'dr+  J sin040,  ,;; u I., e; " 00 
    +far12—  sin 0,(101edr} dS2- 
     '"  
0 
The discussion of the absorption effect will be here
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       r sin  81 cos A1,  yi r  sin  0, sin A:, 
 z;  —r  cos  0: 
  and eliminating  x, we can get the maxi-
  mum value of for one given value of 
 A,. The corresponding value for —  a„ cos  7' 
 a„  Sin  7' will be denoted by  61:,' which should 
 he applied to the domain  :5_  AILC_
 Next in the domain  Ai"  _5_,  A:  5_  , change 
 the circle  4-I-z2 —q to  x:v."z"  Sys-
. 
tem (by the same method as in  .y14-i; 
      as explained before) and substitute 
 x:  =  r  sine,  cos  Ai, y:2= r sin 8, sin A.:, 
 —r  cos  0: 
 in  it, then we  can get the maximum value 
 of  9,.  0.  , for one given value of  A1. When 
 9,  becomes greater than each of the above 
 obtained maxima, ET  meets the upper atmos-
 pheric limit after travelling through the 
 atmosphere alone. En  passant instead of the 
 method of determination of  A;  A. as men-
 tioned above, we can make use of the method 
 of  obtaining the maximum  8, as explained 
 here  i,by putting x1 0 in this  case). From 
 the discussion so far explained we get the 
 whole amount of horizontal intensity due to 
 ,,,:econclary scattering generated by  dark  zone. 
 re 
f r'dr  'Sill0,d0:f  r'dr 
                       0 
       -1 1 "y^z17, 
i 0,d9,(Ir'dr+f r"dr)+sinidt9:i 
             ri 01' 
 I Si n6)  CIO  f  r2d).  + sin 
Sin  0,(10,(  r'dr  Jr"dr
neglected since it is similar to  (1).
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 In  conclusion the total amount 
zontal intensity due to secondary 
coming  from the whole sky 
                      S2134-S,d.
           T. 
 of hori-
scattering
     r0,i. 0  ht'Y      2LiclAiicos 0 d0  I R'dR ± fcos 0  ,
 
0  0 
 R.  1      2Leif121f cos 0c10fK dR +  f dA f ( 
          ,,,) 27o A, (.) 
and the  integral  formula-of T for each zone 
is the same as in (2). 
 Chapter  V 
 The Method of Evaluation. 
 I. The Atmospheric Absorption . 
 Assume the atmospere to be composed of 
innumerable number of thin layers with  hom-
tgeneous density, bounded by  concentric 
spheres with centre in  the earth's centre . 
Let 1,  ao,  p(x) and  p be the depth of the at -
mosphere, the  earth's radius 6370 km , the 
density in a thin layer with a height and the 
index of refraction, respectively . The last 
 two values at the earth's surface are  indi-
cated  with suffix 0. 
 Let  [(zo)  he the direct  sun's intensity at 
 The earth's surface when the sun's zenith 
distance is  z::, and  I, the intensity at the 
 atmospheric upper limit and yet put 
                             =f —9  —dx, 
 Pu 
 ---P--dx 
   f 
 1' po   Fcz .,)=-—__                 X
,/1iAtocii,          ;y sm.;, 
                                         0 
                  v./.—( .--7—zi,.<., 
 we get then 
 I  (zo) =  ..(op"'0). 
 That is, p is the atmospheric transmission 
 coefficient, and F(;) is the mass of at-
mosphere penetrated by the light , measured
f2-cos 0  (10 fRR° 
 r fizcost) 
A, 0
 SATO 
 (  3  )  The  Case  when  1    cos  h  a,   + 
   In  this. case the point G' is within the 
  dark zone, so that the integral formulae
  representing the domain of bright and dark 
  zone are respectively 
                                  Ro 
 f dAfcos 9 d0 ffdid, 
 _I,  0  0 
 0  del ri  ITdR1  , 
    o
in the air mass within a vertical column 
with section 1  cm' standing on the earth's 
surface. Hereafter we note this unit by 
 319. Hence, to find the atmospheric absorption 
is reducible to the evaluation of 
  fp  (x)      ̀1 \I1 —   sin 2z,, 
 ,Lta 
 To this object, it is necessary to know the 
vertical distribution of atmospheric density . 
 HUMPHREYS computed the density  distribu-
toin in summer and winter up to the  height 
of 40 km by way of the hypsometric equa-
tion in his book  "Physics of thg Air ." There 
 is  only a slight difference between two sea-
sons, which is mainly due to the variation 
of the amount of water-vapour. But it is 
practically  sufficient to use the mean values 
of two and  further to let  -g-cL 1  notwith-
standing the height, with but little error for 
our purposes. 
 Thus  I have computed the air mass in a 
column with  1  cm=  normal section reaching 
any height  from the earth's surface with 
any zenith distance  zi.), as shown in Table  I 
 in gram unit, by way of  SIMPSON's method 
of approximation and others. 
 According to this table, the air mass up 
to the upper limit is in good  agreement 
with that obtained by the method of expan-
sion by LAPLACE. If we compute  p7 for
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the case of M  0—about 60, and p 0.6, 
0.7, 0.8,  0  9, M being the traveled air mass 
expressed in M0 unit, p being the transmis-
sion coefficient, and show the result in the 
figure, it is convenient to find  pm for any 
value of M. Nevertheless, since it  is practi-
cally very seldom to be able to use this table 
as  it stands, many kinds of technique are 
necessary to find M. Furthermore we must 
 find  pm separately for two steps in primary 
scattering and three steps for secondary 
scattering and sum up them  and then gain 
the total effect of absorption by  pm figure. 
Moreover, since the value of k is existing 
explicitly in the integrant, it must be com-
puted. 
 This is easily possible by aid of the ex-
pression p  e--k3'. as M9 is given in Table 
1. The result  is 
 -4 
 p=0.6  k  =  4.923  x  10  , 
 -4 
 p  =  0.7  k  =  3.440  x  10  , 
 -4 
 p  0.8  k  =  2.150  x  10  , 
 -4 
 p  0.9  k  =  1.015  x  10  . 
  Next we must refer to the  techniques to 
find M. It is comparatively easy to find the 
mass in the last step, that is  0' E, in the 
primary and secondary scattering. The 
process in this  case is as follows.  In the 
beginning we find the height of E (the  meth-
od shall be explained in later), then the 
mass  between this elevation and the earth's 
surface for several values of  zo and draw 
this result in the figure. By dint of this 
figure we find the mass for given height 
and  L  ZO'E. But we can find the above val-
ue by multiplying sec  L  ZO'E by the vertical 
 mass  from the earth's  surface to the eleva-
tion E, with negligible error, so long as 
 TOE does  not  exceed 30°. 
  How about then the mass in the first step 
in the primary  scattering? Let  (p' be the
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angle between OE  and the solar ray, that 
is the  sun's zenith-distance at E, so 
 cos  99' cos  y  cos z ±  sin  7  cos A  sin  z  , 
where z is the sun's zenith-distance  at- 0'. 
Then the  sun's zenith-distance z' at the  in-
tersecting point  0" of the earth's surface 
and the solar ray passing through E, is 
given by sin z'OEa o  . The above formula 
enables us to compute z'. 
 Finding the air mass through  which the 
solar ray travels until reaching  0" and that 
between  0"E and subtracting them, we can 
gain the mass traveled by the sun up to E. 
But the mass increases so rapidly that the 
above mentioned method of  interpolation is 
inconvenient when  z0 exceeds 60°. In this 
case the next method is preferable. 
 If we subtract the air mass for every 
height  from that for 40 km height for every 
value of  zo in Table 1, the result is nothing 
but the air mass  traveled by the solar ray 
 from the atmospheric upper limit to the cor-
responding height, for the sun's  zenith-dis-
tance  zu at the earth's :surface. And, put-
ting K the ratio of the mass for every value 
 of  zo to that for  zo = 0, for every height, 
there is a' slight difference between  sec-,c 
and  zo, although it increases with  increas-
ing  z0 and height. 
 Put  z„ —  L.17. 
Finding the value of  Ary for  every value of 
 zj for the given height, then the value  of 
 ,Ary for given z' (let this be  A7') by inter-
polation, then  sec-',c,  i.e.  .7;  —  (.1-7 by 
 subtracting  Ary` from  z', then K from  sec—: 
and finally multiplying it by the  mass for 
that height  for  zo= 0, we can gain the 
searching mass that is the mass  penetrated 
by the solar ray until it reaches E. 
  But  when this solar ray do not  intersect 
with the earth's surface. i.e.  sinz'>1 owing
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 to the  sun's lower  altitude or the higher 
 elevation of E, the above method can not 
 be used. For this case, such a process as 
 shown below is to  be adaptable. In the 
 same way as in Table 1, in this time, we 
have computed  the.  mass traveled by a line 
 when it reaches the upper atmospheric limit 
 departing  from every  point  in the atmos-
 phere with an arbitrary  zenith-distance. 
 This shown in Table 2 in gram unit. Using 
this table, in the same way above explained, 
 we can find the air mass penetrated by the 
 solar ray between E and the upper limit from 
the sun's zenith-distance  P' at E and its 
height by aid of interpolation and figure. How-
ever if differs little from  90°, the method 
of interpolation is unpreferable. In this case 
the following procedure is to be taken. Find 
the air mass between a point in any level  
.and any point on the line departing  horizon-
tally from that point, as shown in Table 3 
in grams. Since we can find the height H of 
the solar ray passing through E by 
 H  (  HE+  an)  sin  —  a 
when we put  HE the height of E , we can  ob-
tain the air mass penetrated by the solar 
 ray until it reaches E from the upper limit 
 by aid of combining the interpolation for 
both arguments in Table 3 . 
  Next, how about the method of finding the 
air mass traveled by the solar ray until it 
reaches T in the case of secondary  scatter-
ing? Letting (P" be the sun's  zenith-dis-
tance at T, 
 cosfp,  (cos  ry cos A  sin  02  cos  111 
 —sin.Asin  02 sin  AT +  sin  7  cos A  cos  0.0 cos h 
 +  (cos7 cos  0,  —  siny  sin  02  cos  A1)sin h,  
-where  h is the s un's altitude at the earth's 
 surface. By dint of the value of  SP7, we can 
find it in the same way as in the case of E
 SA_T^
 in  prirmar:y- scattering. 
         § 2. Primary Scattering. 
  As above  explained, it is  difficult to eval-
 uate the atmospheric absorption. analytical-
 ly, so the whole of calculations were 
 depended on numerical integral. This was 
 with  sufficient accuracy done by dividing the 
 interval of 0  frm  0° to 90° into  18.?, that of 
 A  from  0° to  180°  into  30° and  12,  .into 4. 
  The  height of E was obtained as  follows  : 
Let  z_0'0E  7. then • 
• 
 O'E  cos  0           tg
7=                  ± O'E  sin  8 
 O'E, being product  of.  R, by natural number 
 is known.  From  'these and the expressions 
       OE  =  (a,,  H-  O'E  sin  0)  sec  ry
 —  OE  —  a ,,, 
we can get the density at E. 
          3. Secondary Scattering. 
  Let  r.  Z.,' be the coordinates of  T 
 referred to X'  r  Z', so 
 X'  =  +  X,  cos  h  —  Z,  sin  h  , 
 117  +  Y1, 
 Z' =  Z, +  X, sin  h  Z, cos  h. 
In the  figure, .  A., must be measured from 
ZO'OE plane i.e.  z,x, plane in clockwise, 
in such a situation as seeing  0 from E.  Put-
ting • i OET  0,, we can compute  02  frOrn 
 sin 0,ETsin0i 
 if  0,  is  given.. 
  The  method ,  9f,  finding.,  ET'  will be dis-
cussed in  later. . The  coordinates.  of.  T. re-
ferred to  x,  y2  2.2 system are 
 OT  sin  02 cos  AT,  Y.,T  OT sin 02 sin  AT,  
.  z2T  =  OT  cos,0, • 
 and_ that of  E  are,  . 
 •- 
. 
 x2E  0, ..  z2F,  =  OE. 
If these are given, we can compute the 
coordinates of T, and E  referred  to  X.  Y Z 
 system ..  
_  XT  Zr  ,  ;  YE,  ZEt
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from which we can gain the values 
 XT =  YT =  Zr  —a0  2 
  XE'  XE  =  YE  ,  ZE =  ZE  ,
from which we can also find the coordinates 
of E  referred to  X1  Y;  Z1  system by the 
expressions below. 
   7  "  Xr') cos  it+  (4  —Z11)  sin  it, 
 =  /r1P-:  YT 
   =  (Z1 —  C6S  Xr')  sink • 
 Further the direction cosines of  TE re-
ferred to  X,Y,Z, axes are given by 
    cos  co"  cosco' =  TE  ,  TE 
          COS coIC  
                 — 
 TE' 
where  co" is the angle between TE and  X, 
axis. The coordinates of 0' referred to 
 X,Y,Z, axes are 
 X10, cos  //,—  Z3 sin  h  , 
 17]  0  '
 ZO, =  sin  h  —  ZT  cos  h  , 
and the  direction cosines of EO'  referred to 
them are         
• Xi—ry                            Yin— 
       O'Em0"E8  ' 
 Zo.  K 
=
 O'E • 
The result of computation are  
/  --(sin  0  sin  h  +  cos  0  cos  h  cos  A), 
 =  —  cos  0  sin  A , 
 n  (sin  0  cos  h  —  cos  0  sin  h  cos  A). 
 Again, let  if  m, n2,  12'  m  22; be the direc-
tion cosines of EZ2,  EZ.; referred to  X1  Y1  Z1 
axes, then 
 7K = cos co cosco"/ 2 sin w=LI,  r2 
 r.4 cos  co  cos  co'm2sinCO=  
-   ry'+  =  _1  cos9co  n2sin  w 
    cos  n =  11,  ±  mm, +  nn,  , 
and further
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 -COS  COS  CO" 1:
2Sin(Of = L21    r3
ry,„.9           ' — 1 ± Cos-COr=111'2sinco' 
            = cos  co'  Cos  a)  -F- sin  co' =  N2 
 r 
 cos  12'  =  11;  +  +  nn,'  . 
   By  means'  :of these relations it follows 
 that 
      cos  S2  sin  co  1L,  ±  m311 +  nAri, 
 from which we have 
 sin' co  sin'w  (IL,  mM1 +  nN,  Y, 
 sin2co'sin21-2,'=sin2co'—  (1L,±mM,+ nN2)2. 
 These  enable' us to compute the left hand 
  side. 
   To practise the actual numerical integra-
 tion  the procedure  is to be  done, as follows. 
  Integrate from E to the  earth's surface or 
 the atmospheric upper limit along a line 
 passing through  E, and then integrate from 
 0° to  .1800  :about  0, and  . further from  0° to 
 360° of  A, Then we  .have the integratin 
 over the existing portion of T for a single 
  point E. After this process we have only 
 to practise the integration for E in the same 
 way as in primary scattering.  It is  'neces-
 sary to find the height of E for the purpose 
 of finding its density, this being  attaine3 
 by the  nu  thod as follows. 
   L When 70,<-7-r2—and ET intersects with 
  the earth's surface. 
    Let 0' be the intersecting point. In this 
                   7r   case LETO> 
2. Putting LE0"0=7r—z, 
  and LE00'.=7, we have sin                                   00.0E''sin
 7'  =  z'  —  j  ,  0"E :07' 00” 
 Since T is a point at  which.  OE" is divided 
 into equal parts, ET can be known. Hence, 
 tg  (7r — LOTE)  = OE  sin  0,   OE  cos  0,  —TE 
 OT  OE  sin  0,  cosec  L  OTE,  Hp=  OT 
 from which the height of T can be found.
 J6 T. 
 2. When  01_  7r and ET intersects with
the atmospheric upper limit. Let  0" be the 
intersecting  point. 
 a) When  L  OTE - 7r2 , the expression 
are identical with case 1. 
 b) When  L  OTE  c  , the  formulae 
are the same as case 1 up to that of  0"E. 
Besides, 
              OE sin 01     t
gETO  ETOE cos 0
, , 
        OT  OE.sinOicosec  LEOT.
 3. When  8,  , ET will naturally in-
tersect with the atmospheric upper limit 
alone. 
 The expression in case 1 are applicable 
up to the formulae of  0"E. Besides, 
               O    t
gLETO = OE sin  0,  OE  cos  (2r  0
1)+TE  ' 
        OT OE sin  0, cosec  L  OTE  , 
from which we have the height of T. 
 In executing the practical integration we 
have done for 0  30°, 60° and  90° and for 
A = 0, 2 , 7r, deviding  R1 in four equal 
 xlistances. Three values of r were attached 
to every value of  E thus adopted. That is 
to  say, take  three points on the line ET 
in equal interval, E being the first and the 
earth's surface or the atmospheric upper 
limit the last. However, at the point 
where E coincides with  • 0', that is at the 
first point of  r,, r was divided into four 
equal parts and  0, the value 90°, 120° and 
 150'. 
 We executed the evaluation for other val-
ues of A for  the secondary scattering by 
interpolation from the ratio  Of the value 
of secondary scattering to the primary for 
these  values  of  A.. Also in  8 = 0, we adopt-
ed  the' methodof extrapolation. Besides, 
as we  can put  cos  y 1 for  B = 30°, 60°
 SATO 
  and 90°, the following reduction is possible, 
  the course of  caluculation  being  neglected. 
   sinycosAcosOi  sinOicos( A  +  A1),  ET 
          •-  = sinysinAcosOi  sin01sin (A+ A1), 
    ET 
   cos  Bl +  sin  ry  sin  01  cos  Ai,  ET 
  from which we  can compute the left  hand 
  side because  ry on the right hand side is 
  known for  every  E and the values of A, 
 A1,  01 is given by assumption, and cos  co, 
  cos  a, cos  co" can be known and accordingly 
 sin2  co  sin211,  sin2co'  sin'fi' can be  known 
  Some of the values of these formulae for 
 given A,  Al,  0, are equal with each other. 
  But the details shall be neglected. Fur-
  thermore, it should be noted that the value 
  of  sin2c0  sin2S2 is independent of  lz, this being 
  due to the independency of  Yi axis to  h. 
            Chapter  VI 
      The Result of  Computation 
     Comparison with  BERLAGE's  and 
 Observation. 
   Table 4 gives the amount  of  sky radiation 
  due to primary scattering incident  vartically 
  on an observer on the earth's surface with-
  in the solid angle suspended by an area of 
  1 mm2 on the surface of a sphere with radi-
  us 1 cm against its centre, multiplied by 102 
     41   in --,unit . Here, z  is the sun's zenith-       D4 
  distance at the earth's surface. This table 
  explains that the amount of  primary scatter-
  ing increases with decreasing p, z and  0. 
   Table 5 gives the amount of  secondary 
  scattering in the same conditions as in Ta-
  ble 4. This amount increases with decreas-
  ing  B and p. But the relation to z is not 
  uniform. In the above two tables, the  val-
  ues for A greater than 180° are symmetric 
  to these. 
   Table 6 is the sum of Table 4 and 5.
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Using this table the isophotens in sky dome 
are given as shown in Figs. 2, 3, 4  and 5, 
 for  p  =  0.8. 
 Table 7 gives the ratio of Table 5 to 
Table 4, that is the ratio of secondary to 
primary  scattering. According to this table 
this ratio decreases with increasing p and 
and decreasing z. The rate of variation of 
ratio to the change of A becomes small 
with increasing  P. 
 Tables 8, 9 and 10 are respectively the 
amount of direct solar radiation, the whole 
sky radiation due to primary and secondary 
scattering incident respectively at a  hori-
zontal unit area on the earth's  surface, in 
 comparison between the  author and BER-
LAGE. 
 Table  11 gives the sum of the above three, 
that is  the total amount of radiation from 
whole sky in the case of  SATO. The author's 
value is always greater than  BERLAGE's7 
especially with decreasing p. And it should 
be characteristic that the author's case has 
far greater  role than in BERLAGE's with 
respect to secondary scattering. BERLAGE's 
expression for the whole sky radiation due 
to the superposition of primary and secon-
dary scattering incident on a horizontal unit 
area is 
         1  /0psec z   = cos  z -         2 D2 
1  —  ic  log  p 
He decided the constant value of x by as-
suming the value of secondary scattering 
for z = 0 to be zero. However, the value of 
secondary scattering obtained by the dif-
ference between the computation results of 
primary scattering and H evaluated in this 
manner  is not equal to zero for z 0 as 
shown in Table 10. This is of some paradox. 
  In the author's case the whole sky radi-
ation clue to primary and secondary scatter-
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 ink incident at a horizontal area increases 
 with decreasing  p and z, respectively. But 
 in BERLAGE's case, this circumstance is the 
 same only in the case of primary scatter-
 ing, but not applicable in secondary  scatter-
 ing. However, by dint of the influence of 
 direct solar radiation, the total amount of 
 radiation incident at a horizontal area in-
 creases with decreasing z and increasing 
 both in author's and BERLAGE's case. 
   Besides, in  BERLAGE's case the table ne-
 cessary for the evaluation of primary scat-
 tering applies only so far as in the case of 
 1  sec  z  5. 
   The ratio of the whole sky radiation due 
 to secondary scattering incident onto a 
 horizontal plane to that due to primary is 
 shown in Table 12. This indicates that the 
 effect of secondary scattering increases 
 with decreasing p and increasing z both in 
 the author's and BERLAGE's case. But the 
 ratio in BERLAGE'S case is far smaller 
 than the author's. 
   The observation of the whole sky radia-
 tion was performed by GORCZYNSKI type 
 phyranometer, the method of determining 
 the constant of this instrument having been 
 already contrived. Besides p was obtained 
 f  rom the direct actinometer with a thermo-
 pile. Basing on the observation for these 
 twelve years we have smoothed curves using 
 /0 = 1.940 as  shown in chain lines in the 
 Fig. 1. In this figure, the author's and 
 BERLAGE's  calculations are  resi:Tctively in-
 dicated by full and broken lines, taking 
 the  sun's altitude as abscissa and the amount 
 of whole sky radiation falling on  a horizontal 
 surface during 1 minute (in2 unit) as 
 ordinate. The author's is far more in agree-
 ment with the observation than  BERLAGE's. 
 But the fact that the author's is somewhat
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smaller than the observation can be attrib-
uted to the non-consideration of the  scattering 
of higher orders. However taking into account 
the effect may be difficult and tedious. At 
any rate, the precise consideration about 
primary and secondary scattering is practi-
cally sufficient as shown in figure. 
 From Figs.  2,3,4 and 5, we can conclude 
that the sky  intensity, is brightest in the 
horizon (except for small  p) and minimum 
at a portion in the sun's vertical circle 
apart from it by angle 90°, these being in 
good agreement with the observation of 
DORNO. But in our case there exists no 
  Ot • - '*:"‘ 
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other maximum near the sun contrary to 
DORNO's observation. Yet, WIENER attrib-
utes theoretically this fact mainly to the 
diffraction of water drops and ice crystals.
 In  conclusion, the author expresses  his 
sincere thanks to the Ministry of Education 
for his financial support and  to the follow-
ing doctors for their instruction and  advice: 
S. T. NAKAMURA,  Y.  KATO, G. YAMAMOTO, 
 T. MATUKUMA, Z. HITOTUYANAGI, M. YA-
MADA, Y. TAKAHASHI and S. SASAKI of 
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Table 2. Table 3.
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Table 4  (Continued).
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Table 6 (Continued).
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Table 8.
 BERLACIE
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